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Instructions: The answer to Part A must be given in the first 6 pages of the answer sheet. 

Part A: 25 marks 

(1) Consider an initial empty urn to which either red or black balls are added one at a time. Let 
Xn denote the fraction of red balls at time n. The conditional probability that the next i.e. 
the ( n + 1 )-st ball is red given the past is a function of Xn alone. Specifically it is given by a 
Lipschitz function p : [0, 1] 4- [0, 1]. Let f.k be the indicator of the event that the k-th ball is 
red. 

a) Write the recursion for {xn}· 

b) Write the limiting o.d.e. for part a). 

c) Is the equilibrium set of this o.d.e. non-empty ? To what set does this o.d.e. converge 
to ? (3 + 3 + 2 x 2 = 10 marks) 

(2) Consider the o.d.e. 
x(t) = h(x(t)) 

in JRd with initial condition x. Assume h(·) is Lipschitz and the solution is given by tjJ(t, x). 
Further assume that this o.d.c. has the origin as its unique globally asymptotically sta
ble equilibrium. Show that there exists a T > 0 such that for all initial conditions x E 
sd-l, llt/J(t, x)ll < k for all t > T. (10 marks) 

(3) For continuous u( ·), v( ·) ;::: 0, and scalars G, T > 0, show that 

u(t) S C +lot u(s)v(s)ds, Vt E [0, T], 

implies 
u(t) S Cefci v(s)ds, Vt E [0, T]. 

(5 marks) 

Part B: 75 marks 

1. (a) In one sentence, characterize the differences between maximum likelihood and maximum 
a posteriori approaches. 

(b) In one sentence, characterize the differences between classification and regression. 

(c) You are given D-dimensional input instances belonging to two classes. 



i. How is Fisher's linear discriminant used for classification? 

ii. What objective function does it seek to optimize? 

(d) Assume that we are using some classifier of fixed complexity. Draw a graph showing two 
curves: test error vs. the number of training examples and cross-validation error vs. the 
number of training examples. 

(e) Consider the standard two-class SVM with the hinge loss. For a given value of C, a 
classifier is obtained on a training set of size M, and the solution has J( support vectors. 
If you use Leave One Out Cross Validation, what is the maximum error obtained? 

(f) True or false: Undirected graphical models are strictly less powerful than directed graph
ical models. 

(g) True or False: The EM algorithm always converges to a unique globally optimal point 
in the parameter space. 

(2+2+4+4+4+2+2=20 marks) 

2. Consider two types of Neural Network activation functions, the linear activation function and 
the hard threshold: 

• Linear y = wo + Li WiXi 

• hard thre..o:;hold 

= { 1 if wo + Li WiXi :2: 0, 
y 0 otherwise 

Which of the following functions can be exactly represented by a neural network with one 
hidden layer which uses linear and/ or hard threshold activation functions? For each case, 
justify your nswer. 

(a) polynomials of degree one 

(b) hinge loss (h(x) = max(l- x,O}) 

(c) polynomials of degree two 

(d) piecewise constant functions 

(8 marks) 

3. A book publisher wishes to run a marketing campaign and send free samples of books from 
new series, to people who are likely to be very interested in them. For each customer, they 
know the age, gender, occupation, city and state. Each book that they publish has a title, 
keywords describing it (e.g. games, AI etc.), author and year of publication, as well as a 
unique ISBN code. Some of the customers have provided in the past ratings for books they 
have bought. The company has roughly 1000 past ratings available. 

(a) Suppose you want to set this up as a supervised learning problem. Explain how you 
would construct the data set: 

• What attributes would you use 

• What would you aim to predict 

• What would be the training data 
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(b) Suppose that you decided to phrase this as a classification problem. For each of the 
methods below, explain in at most 2 sentences if it is appropriate or not. If yes, describe 
any data preprocessing and other choices that you would need (in a.t most 2 other 
sei1teuces). 

4. (a) 

i. Support vector machines 

ii. Logistic Regression 

iii. Neural Networks 

iv. 1-nearest neighbour 

{2 x 3 + 2 x 4 = 14 marks) 

Consider a simple two-class document (text) classification problem. Each document is 
represented by a binary feature vector [<I>i, · · · , <I>~ J, whe~e <I>~ = 1 if keyword k is present 
in the document, and zero otherwise. N is the number of keywords we have chosen to 
include. We use a Naive Bayes model for this classification task. The joint distribution 
of the features and the binary labels y E {0, 1} is in this case given by¢ 

N 

P(f/JI,· .. ,¢N,y) = P(y) II P(¢kiY) 
k=l 

where, for example, P(¢k = 1ly = 0) = Ok,o, P(¢k = 1ly = 1) = Ok,l· 
Draw the graphical model corresponding to Naive Bayes generative model described 
above. Assume that N = 3 (three keywords). 

(b) Lets modify theN aive Bayes model a bit, to account for some of the possible dependencies 
between the keywords. For example, suppose we order the keywords so that it would 
be useful to model the dependency of ¢k on ¢kl,k = 2, ... ,N (the keywords may, for 
example, represent nested categories). We expect these dependencies to be the same for 
each class, but the parameters can be affected by the class label. Draw the graphical 
model for this call it Sophisticated Bayes model. Please assume again that N = 3. 

(c) Consider the Bayesian network shown in the figure below. All the variables are boolean. 

i. Write the expression for the joint likelihood of the network in its factored form. 

ii. Let X= {c}, Y = {b,d}, Z = {a,e,J,g}. Is X _L ZIY? If yes, explain why. If no, 
show a path from X to Z that is not blocked. 

iii. Suppose you are allowed to choose a set W such that W c Z. Then define Z = Z/W 
andY= Y U W. What is the smallest set W such that X j_ ZIY is true? 

(d) Consider the following undirected Graphical Model on x, y and z. All three variables 



can take values in {-1, 1}. 

The a..<;aociated potential functions are given as: 

tf;(x, y) = 2xy + x3 

tf;(x, z) = xz + z 

tf;(y, z) = yz3 

What is the posterior marginal probability P(yix = 1) ? 

(e) Consider the following directed graphical model. 

Is there an undirected Graphical Model for x, y and z, with the same set of probabilistic 
dependency /independency? If YES, please draw the model. If NO, please explain briefly 
which dependency /independency ca1mot be modeled using an undirected model? 

(2+2+6+4+3=17 marks) 

5. Assume that you are given data instances having two features. Given a Gaussian mixture 
model, one can use EM to maximize the likelihood function with respect to the parameters. 
Suppose there are two classes. 

(a) What are the different paramters for this task'? 

(b) Give a formula the computation done in the E-step for this model. 

(c) Describe the M-step 

(d) What is the criretia for convergence? 

(3+3+3+1=10 marks) 

6. A garden has several hundreds of berry trees. It is known that ther are two types of trees. 
Each type of tree looks exactlhy the same, and the berries borne by them have identical 
tastes. But one type of tree is known ti bear poisonous berries that could kill people who ate 
it. The other difference was the size of the leaves. 

The size of the leaves of non-poisonous berry trees is distributed according to a Gaussian with 
unknown mean (ltsafe) and variance (a;afe) and the size of the leaves of the poisonous type 
of trees was distributed according to a different Gaussian with unknown mean (/Ldeadly) and 
variance (a~eadly ). (Poisonous berry trees tend to have smaller leaves). 

We wish to use EM to find the parameters. For each of the following procedures, indicate 
whether it is an accurate implementation of Expectation-Maximization and will provide a 
reasonable estimate for parameters J.L and a 2 for each class. 
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(a) Guess initial values of 11 and u2 for each class. 
{1) For each tree, find the most likely type. 
{2) Update the 11 and u 2 values using their maximum likelihood estimates based on these 
predictions. 
Iterate (1) and (2) until convergence. 

(b) For each tree, guess an initial probability that its berries are safe. 
{1) Using these probabilities, find the maximum likelihood estimates for the /1· and u2 

values for each class. 
(2) Usc these e..'>timates of 11 and u to reestimate tree safety probabilities. 
Iterate (1) and (2) until convergence. 

(c) Compute the mean and variance of the leaf sizes across all tree. Use these values for tho 
11 and u2 value of each type of tree. 
{1) Use the J1 and u 2 values of each class to compute the belief that each tree contains 
poisonous berries. 
(2) Find the maximum likelihood values for 11 and u2• 

Iterate (1) and (2) until convergence. 

(6 marks) 
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End Term Examination 
Computer Architecture and Operating Systems (CS 31702) 

Time: 3hrs Full Marks: 75 
You must answer Q.6, any one of Q4. and Q5 and any two of Ql - Q3. 

This paper consists of 5 pages 
The parts of a question must appear together. 

1. a) Suppose that the average job size in a computer system using Virtual Memory system is S and the page size 
is p. What is the optimal size of p expressed with respect to S, so that the memory is best utilized for the user 
program space? Note that memory is wasted due to fragmentation and also page table eats up the user space. 

b) Draw the process state diagram of a multiprogramming, non-time sharing system, clearly labeling the 
states and the transition events. 

c) Suppose that the following processes arrive for execution at the times indicated. Each process will run 
the listed amount of time. Use non-preemptive scheduling and base all decisions on the information you have at 
the time the decision must be made. 

Process Arrival Time CPU-Burst Time 

P1 0.0 8 

P2 0.4 4 

P3 1.0 1 

What is the average turnaround time for these processes if FCFS scheduling algorithm is used? If SJF is 
used? Note that turnaround time is the total time taken by a process to complete including its time to wait 
in the ready queue, time to execute etc. 

d) What is starvation? How is it avoided? 

2. a) Consider the following diagram: 

Processor Interface 
Serial 
Device 
producing 
Data 

[ 5+4+4+ 2= 15] 

The serial device produces serial data at a rate (say x bits per second) where xis variable. The processor 
consumes 8 bits of data parallely at a time. 



i) Design a neat scheme of data transfer from the serial device to the Processor. Show the components, 
the interface module must contain, and the protocol of data transfer. 

ii) Will the same design be effective or efficient if the serial device produces data at a fixed rate? 

b) What is a difference between memory mapped VO and VO mapped VO? How can this differentiation be 
achieved over the same memory space? 

c) How is an interrupting device identified, without the processor needing to poll or test the device status? 

(5X3=15] 

3. a) Define a semaphore. [3] 

b) What is busy waiting? How can it be partially avoided? (3] 

c) Here is a version of the reader-writer problem. There are multiple readers and one writer. The readers and 
the writer must be mutually exclusive in accessing a shared file. The readers need not be mutually excluded. 
However, the writer has priority over the readers -that means if a reader is presently accessing the file, while 
a writer request has arrived, other readers have to wait till the writer gets access and completes its operation. 
Present an implementation of the problem using semaphores. [9] 

4. a) An implementation of a 5 stage pipeline architecture consisting of IF, ID, EX, M and WB, requires 5ns for 
each stage. What is the maximum speed up, in terms of throughput, that can be obtained through this pipelined 
implementation. Assume that the execution time of these steps cannot be changed, and that the steps cannot be 
subdivided into smaller steps. 

b) Consider the following code sequence: 

lw $1, 8($2) ; $1=$R2+8 

addi $2, $1,1; $2 =$1 +1 

sw $2, 12($3) ; Memory[$3 + 12] = $2 

Identify the data dependencies in this code and display these dependencies in a proper pipeline 
diagram. Which dependencies are data hazards that can be resolved by forwarding and which will cause a stall and 
how many stall cycles will be required for each stall? 

c) Derive the conditions that need to be tested on the pipeline control signals to activate data forwarding by a 
forwarding hardware module. [5+5 +5 =15] 

OR 

5. a) Design a single cycle datapath which implements the lw, sw, and beq instructions. (No control logic is 
required). 

b) For a beq instruction, give the sequence of datapath operations that are performed in your 
implementation. 



It will be a good idea to have two different datapaths for lw/sw and beq constructed separately and then merged 
together for the final datapath. 

c) Consider a CPU workload with the instruction mix as given below in (percentage, latency) format : 30% 
loads 5ns, 10% stores 5ns, 50% adds 4ns and 10% multiplies 20 ns. Give the performance figures (in MIPS unit) for 
the above workload for, 

i) a single cycle data-path with 20 ns clock period. 
ii) a multi-cycle data-path with 5 ns clock period. 

a multi-cycle data-path with 1 ns clock period. [8+ 2+ 5 =15] 

6. In this problem we analyze two different proposals for a cache to be used in a high performance processor. We 
care about both the cycle time (which is limited by the cache hit access time) and the miss rate. 

The first proposal is for a two-way set-associative cache. 
The second design comes from Dr. EE, Dr. IE and Dr. ECE, who proposed a column-associative cache. They 

recognized the main advantage of direct-mapped caches is their fast hit time, but their main disadvantage is the 
large number of conflict misses. A set-associative cache can improve the miss rates over the direct-mapped cache, 
but its hit time is worse because the expensive tag checks are placed on the critical path. The column-associative 
cache aims to achieve the hit time of a direct-mapped cache, but with the lower miss rate of a two-way set
associative cache. The design of this cache is shown below in Figure 2. It's probably best to think of it as a two
way cache, but that data is always read out ofWayO. 
If the memory access is a hit in WayO, then the processor continues as normal (a "fast hit"). If it misses in WayO, 
then Way1 is checked for the memory line. If there is a hit in Wayl, then the data from Way1 is returned to the 
processor (the "slow hit'') and the cache lines in WayO and Way1 are swapped (so that the next access to the line 
will be a fast hit in WayO). Ifboth ways miss, Way1 is evicted, WayO's cache line is moved to Way1, and the 
accessed memory is allocated to WayO. In short, the most-recently-used line is always moved to WayO . 

• 

Memory Access 
(check wayO> 

fasthlt/ ~miss 
return data check way1 
from wayo / \_ 

slow hlv ~ miss 

t>swapways 
2> return data from 
wayo 

1) evict way1 
2> move data In wayO to way1 
3) fetch accessed address 
lntowayO 

A "fast hit" returns data in a single cycle 
(hit time = 1 cycle). A "slow hit" takes 4 
cycles: 
1st cycle- detect miss in WayO 
2nd cycle- check Wayl 'stag, write 
WayO and Wayl to the swap registers 
3rd cycle- swap ways (on tag hit for 
Wayl) 
4th cycle- read out the data (now located 
in WayO) 
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Figure 2. Column-Associative Cache Datapath 

Now answer the following questions. Each answer should be associated with reasons or calculations as 
appropriate. 

a) Fill out the following table of cache parameters. The address size is 32 bits, the index 
size is 8 bits, and the block offset size is 4 bits (note: these parameters will hold for the 
rest of Question 1 ). 

2 way set associative Column associative 
Tag size (bits) 
Line size (bytes) 
Number of sets 
Cache capacity (KB) 

[8] 

b) The following questions evaluate the cache performance of the following C code, which performs an in-place 
vector-vector add. A vector A and a vector B are added together. The result is this written back to vector A. Pseudo
disassembly of the inner loop is shown on the right. 

#define N 4096 
int A[N], B[N); 
inti; 
for(i = 0; i < N; i++) 
A[i) = A[i) + B[i); 

# r A holds the addr to 
A(i) 
# rB holds the addr to 
B[i] 
LD r2,0(rB) 
LD rl,O(rA) 
ADD rl,rl,r2 
ST rl,O(rA) 

Assume A and B are aligned and are contiguous in memory. Also, ints are 32 bits ( 4 bytes). 
Also assume that the caches will use the parameters found in the Cache Parameters Table 



What is the miss-rate for the two-way set-associative (using LRU) and column associative 
caches running the above code? (Percentage of memory accesses that completely miss in the cache and 

require fetching the data from main memory). [4] 

c) What is the hit-rate running the above code for the two-way set-associative (using LRU) 
and the column-associative cache? [4] 

d) What is the Average Memory Access Time from running the above code for the two-way 
set-associative and the column-associative cache? Assume the miss penalty is 100 ns, and the access times in 
the Set Associative Cache are 1540 pi co-sec. And in the Column Associative Cache is 1110 Pi co-sec. 

[5] 
e) Fill up the columns in the table below, with the effects (such as increase/decrease in TLB capacity misses with 
reasons) when the action in the leftmost column is taken on the TLB. [9] 

Average CPI (cycles per TLB capacity misses 
Instruction) 

Increase in TLB page size 
Increase the number of TLB 
entries 
Increase virtual address size 
from 32 bits to 64 bits 




